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Abstra t
This text reviews some aspe ts of monopoles and duality in gauge
theories using a geometri al language. The reader is assumed to be
quite familiar with onne tions on prin ipal bundles, basi algebrai
topology, ele tromagnetism and the Lagrangian formulation of lassial me hani s but we don't assume any prior knowledge in quantum
eld theory.
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Introdu tion
The subje t of magneti monopoles is a beautiful and large subje t and
there exist many good reviews. I think the best way to explore qui kly this
eld may be to read the talks [1℄ and [2℄ then the reviews [3℄ then [4℄ or
the le tures [5℄. These referen es are very good but they are written for
physi ists and are quite diÆ ult to read for a mathemati ian. So I have
three good reasons to write this essay in a mathemati al style : it is useless
to re opy existing good reviews, it may be useful to write an original review
aimed at mathemati ians and a tually it re e ts an important part of my
work during this proje t be ause I spent a lot of time trying to translate
physi ist style to mathemati ian style whi h I'm more familiar with.
A mathemati al style allows us to avoid ertain al ulations at the expense of assuming some knowledge of di erential forms and ber bundles
theory. This an be learnt from many pla es, e.g. [6℄, [7℄, [8℄. As a on ession to physi al style, we use the words \ onne tion 1-form" and \ urvature
2-form" in their lo al, trivialization dependant meaning, ex ept when we
spe ify the ontrary using the word \intrinsi ".
The rst se tion of this work is a rash ourse on gauge theories whose
purpose is to give some physi al intuition and to explain why ber bundles with onne tions are relevant to parti le physi s. It also introdu es
a lot of vo abulary. This rst se tion primary goal is to make the other
parts understandable to a geometer but a tually the other parts an also
be seen as examples illustrating the rst part and many things in this rst
part will hopefully be ome learer with these examples. The se ond se tion
presents the Dira monopole whi h is a magneti monopole in lassi al ele tromagnetism on a non trivial spa e-time dis overed by Dira in 1931. It is
histori ally the rst magneti monopole and will be a referen e for us. The
third se tion deals with many general onsiderations and examples whi h are
useful for the fourth se tion but have also their own interest and an also be
viewed as examples and developments of the rst se tion. The fourth se tion
is devoted to the study of the 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole whi h is representative of monopoles in non-abelian gauge theories and had been dis overed
independently by 't Hooft and Polyakov in 1974. The fth se tion explores
the relation between magneti and ele tri harges in the 't Hooft-Polyakov
ontext by analogy with an example given in the third se tion. Every ompli ated al ulations and notation spe i ations have been put in appendi es
to keep the stream of ideas owing.
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1 Physi al ba kground
In this se tion we review the ideas leading to the use of ber bundles with
gauge equivalen e lasses of onne tions in parti le physi s. Our des ription
will be progressive with mathemati al sophisti ation introdu ed in response
to the physi al dis ussion. From the physi al point of view it will not be
totally satisfa tory, there are many simpli ations, espe ially the fa t that
we totally overlook renormalization issues but it should be suÆ ient to understand the rest of this essay.

1.1 Parti les and ber bundles
The spa e-time is an open set M of the Minkowski spa e-time. So we assume

that the spa e-time metri is as simple as possible but we don't assume that
spa e-time is topologi ally trivial, it may be non- ontra tible.
We begin with the simplest possible des ription of the history of a parti le
as a worldline, i.e. a time-like urve in spa e-time. The se ond step is to
assume that a parti le has an internal state in addition to its spa e-time
position. We assume that every intera tion is lo al so that the internal state
of a parti le at a given point in M an a e t another point only if it is arried
over a linking path in spa e-time. This leads to the use of ber bundles with
onne tions. At ea h point x 2 M we have an internal state spa e Ex and
the onne tion spe i es how to transport a state along a path. Note that we
don't assume a priori that E ! M is a trivial bundle.
Ea h kind of intera tion (ele tromagneti , weak, strong...) is des ribed by
a prin ipal bundle whose onne tion will be identi ed to a parti le alled the
gauge boson whi h is said to mediate the intera tion. This bundle is alled
the intera tion bundle and its stru ture group is alled the gauge group. In
order to simplify the dis ussion in this se tion we assume that there is only
one kind of intera tion involved.
Experimentally, there are several kinds of parti les rea ting in their own
way to the gauge boson so ea h kind of those parti les is des ribed by a
ve tor-bundle asso iated to the intera tion prin ipal bundle. Ea h kind of
parti le is therefore asso iated with a representation of the stru ture group of
the intera tion. Su h a representation simply des ribes how the onne tion
(hen e the gauge boson) a ts on a spe i kind of parti le. These representations will be assumed to be irredu ible sin e a redu ible representation an
be said to des ribe distin t parti les. Also you an have di erent parti les
rea ting in the same way to the gauge boson but with a di erent strength.
This kind of di eren e is simply given by numeri al fa tor in the indu ed Lie
algebra representation. This numeri al fa tor is alled the harge of the par4

ti le (when several kind of intera tions are involved you must pre ise whi h
kind of harge you're talking about). We will return to this point later.
Be ause of lo ality, the laws of nature on erning the onne tion will
naturally be given in terms of the ovariant derivative rather than nite
parallel transport. In parti ular we will only begin with the knowledge of
the Lie algebra asso iated with the intera tion instead of the Lie group. So
we only begin with the universal over of the gauge group and the pre ise
group will be given by the exa t spe trum of observed parti les. This is a
onsequen e of the fa t that if you know the Lie algebra of a group and its
representations you an determine the group. As an example of this problem
let us onsider ele tromagnetism. The Maxwell equations have been known
for a long time and involve a 2-form F whi h really looks like a urvature form
for a gauge theory. Be ause this form is real-valued we know that the gauge
algebra is R but the gauge group ould be R or U (1). We will see that this
is intimately related to the issue of harge quantization, i.e. the fa t that all
ele tri harges in nature seem to be a multiple of one fundamental harge.
This will be dis ussed in the next se tion. See [9℄ for a qui k dis ussion of
the pre ise groups involved in the standard model.
It seems that at this stage we ould simply spe ify some equations involving the onne tion and the other parti les and try to do physi s with
them but we must take into a ount the fa t that, experimentally, the internal state of a parti le is not dire tly measurable. The only things whi h
we an dete t are di eren es of internal state. This leads to the idea that
if 1 ; 2 : R ! E are two urves in the ve tor bundle E whi h des ribe the
history of two parti les and g is an element of the gauge group then g Æ 1
and g Æ 2 des ribe the same physi al situation provided that their ovariant
derivatives are transformed in the same way, i.e. that D is transformed to
D0 su h that for any se tion s we get D0 gs = gDs. This an be summarized
by saying that D and g 1 Dg must des ribe the same physi al situation for
all g in G.
This symmetry an be explained from a physi al point of view by examining the following spe ial ase : suppose we have a trivial intera tion prin ipal
bundle and a p-dimensional asso iated ve tor bundle E . We an hoose a
trivialization (X1 ; : : : ; Xp) of E and de ide that ea h of these se tions are different parti les. These parti les are said to form a multiplet. But our hoi e
of trivialization is arbitrary and we an hange of hoi e with an element
g 2 G by repla ing (X1 ; : : : ; Xp) with (gX1 ; : : : ; gXp) and it is quite lear
that it should not hange the physi al situation. For example, if we negle t
ele tromagnetism and a small mass di eren e, the proton and the neutron
are very similar and rea t in the same way to the weak for e (gauge group
SU (2)). So, if the weak intera tion bundle is trivial, we an des ribe protons
5

and neutrons by a trivial ve tor bundle with the fundamental representation
of SU (2) over C 2 and we say that we have an SU (2) doublet. Now we an say
that the proton orresponds to the onstant se tion (1; 0) and the neutron to
(0; 1) but this is an arbitrary hoi e. So this symmetry tells us that the distin tion we make between di erent parti les of a multiplet is not important
provided that we sti k to our hoi e (be ause g is onstant). Our equations
must therefore be invariant under su h transformations in the sense that one
solution must be arried on another solution by su h a transformation. In
addition, this symmetry will lead, in QFT, to the \ onservation of harge",
in a sense that we will partly explain later.
All this seems quite natural but, if we look arefully at Maxwell's equations, we see that they are mu h more symmetri than that. A tually if
we take a solution we get another solution by applying a transformation
D 7! g 1 Dg with g non- onstant ! This kind of transformation is alled a
gauge transformation. A tually the fa t that Maxwell equations are invariant under gauge transformations is rather trivial be ause they involve only
the urvature of the ele tromagneti onne tion and, be ause R is abelian,
this urvature doesn't hange under su h a transformation. So there is no a
priori reason to demand su h a strong symmetry in the non-abelian ase but
Yang and Mills did it and it has proved to be a very good idea. Physi ally
this seems to be very diÆ ult to explain from a lassi al point of view and,
indeed, it an be viewed as a tra e of the quantum nature of things as we will
show. There is a geometri al argument to promote this symmetry however.
In our dis ussion of multiplets we have supposed that we have trivial bundles.
In general a bundle is not trivial and the only way to generalize the argument about parti le distin tion to this ase is to allow non- onstant gauge
transformations. More fundamentally, even with a trivial bundle M  R n ,
the hoi e of the se tions x 7! ei where (e1 ; : : : ; en ) is the anoni al basis of
R n is not that natural from a geometri al point of view and no trivialization is natural so it is natural to allow non onstant gauge transformations.
However there is a more physi al quantum argument.

1.2 Toward QFT
Now we turn to (semi)-quantum physi s. All the pre eding dis ussion seems
to be ruined be ause, already in elementary quantum me hani s, parti les
an't be said to follow a de nite path in spa e-time. The only thing we an
hope in quantum physi s is to al ulate the probability that a ertain set of
parti les will be dete ted at ertain points in spa e-time given that a ertain
set of parti les has been prepared at ertain points in spa e-time. In this
ontext, a natural idea if, say, we wanted the probability that a parti le is
6

dete ted at a point y 2 M given that the same kind of parti le has been
dete ted at a point x, would be to transport the internal state of a lassi al
parti le from x to y along every possible path between these two points and
add the results. Of ourse di erent paths would give di erent states and
you'll get interferen es. A tually this is really what is done only in the ase
of ele tromagnetism and for non-abelian theories it is a little bit di erent
but the idea of a sum over all lassi al paths is still good. This sum over
all paths is alled the Feynman path integral and it is very diÆ ult, if not
impossible, to give it a pre ise mathemati al meaning but it provides a very
good ground to intuition. With this pi ture in mind we see that the relevant
property of the intera tion onne tion seems to be its holonomy. A tually
even the holonomy is too mu h be ause what is really relevant is the tra e
of this holonomy. This tra e is alled a Wilson loop by physi ists. This
provides a very good reason to identify two onne tions related by a gauge
transformation sin e Wilson loops are not a e ted by them. We are also
for ed to onsider se tions of our bundles rather than urves sin e parti les
are now \spread everywhere". However we need only one se tion for ea h
asso iated bundle to des ribe a physi al situation. In physi al terms it means
we need only one eld for ea h kind of parti le.
Earlier we talked about the harge as a numeri al fa tor in the representation. We an now be a little bit more pre ise and see how it appears
on retely in the theory. Two kinds of parti le are said to be the same exept for their harge if they are asso iated to the same intera tion bundle
and there exists two numbers g1 and g2 and a representation  su h that the
i-th parti le has representation gi  of the gauge Lie algebra. To see how it
appears on retely we look at the intera tion bundle over a limited region
U of M where it is a trivial bundle. Over this region the onne tion an
be spe i ed with a lo al onne tion 1-form A 2 (U g) whi h is alled a
gauge potential. The ovariant derivative of a se tion s representing a kind
of parti le of harge g is Ds = ds + g(A)s. The basi representation  will
often be impli it so the derivative will be written Ds = ds + gAs. In QFT
ea h eld will des ribe a non- onstant number of parti les of the given type
and the
gauge transformation symmetry will ensure via Noether theorem
P
that ni gi where ni is the number of parti les of harge gi is onstant. Of
ourse there is a lot of work to do to go from a lassi al eld to this kind
of des ription and we won't try to dis uss it in details but we will dis uss
lassi al solutions and give hints of their relations to quantum elds. Note
that the quantization of the asso iated elds is the easiest part and the quantization of gauge bosons is really tri ky be ause you have to fa tor out the
gauge freedom to really work with equivalen e lasses of onne tions.
A ording to those prin iples, we must look for equations on erning a
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onne tion on a prin ipal bundle and some se tions of asso iated ve tor bundles su h that a gauge transformation transforms a solution into a solution.
The easiest way of getting su h equations is to use variational prin iples for
Lagrangian densities. A Lagrangian density is a fun tion of the elds and
their rst derivatives. The integral of the Lagrangian density over spa e-time
is alled the a tion
Z
A= L
M

and the equations of the theory are given as stationarity onditions of the
a tion, this is totally analogous to the Lagrangian formulation of lassi al mehani s. A tually from a mathemati al point of view this onstru tion is not
perfe t, notably be ause the a tion needs not to be nite in general but you
an always do this formally and study the resulting equation (whi h makes
sense) without onsidering its mythologi al least a tion prin iple origin.
Now we onstru t the simplest gauge invariant Lagrangian for a onne tion alone on a trivial G-bundle. Let F 2 (2 T  M g) be a urvature
2-form. The idea is to use a G-invariant quadrati form q on g, typi ally a
multiple of the Killing form, to get the Lagrangian L = q (F ^ ?F ). For example, for g = su(n), we will take the opposite of the Killing form as quadrati
form. Note that the F ^ ?F part is just the s alar produ t on 2-forms oming from the Lorentzian stru ture on M multiplied by the Lorentzian volume
form. The whole term is often be written as jjF jj2. If we want to in lude other
elds we use essentially two things : G-invariant fun tions of the non-gauge
elds multiplied by the volume form and the norm of ovariant derivatives
of the elds. The rst kind of term is alled a potential, not to be onfused
with a gauge potential. The se ond kind is alled minimal oupling be ause
it involves both the onne tion and the elds in the simplest possible way.
Let us be more pre ise on erning this kind of term. The ovariant derivative
of a se tion of a ve tor bundle E is a se tion of T  M E . We assume that
E has a G-invariant inner produ t and we use the Lorentzian inner produ t
on (T  M) and the Lorentzian volume form on M to get jjDjj2 whi h is a
lovely G-invariant quantity that we an put in a Lagrangian.
Now we des ribe how to read the physi al ontent of a Lagrangian. This
physi al ontent is alled spe trum and onsists of a list of parti les with their
mass and harges (and spin but we don't want to really talk about spin in this
text). The rst step is to identify the va uum whi h is a on guration, i.e.
a set of se tions of bundles and onne tions, whi h minimizes the potential
term. Quantum eld theory des ribes parti les as ex itations of the elds
near the va uum. A tually the va uum is not ne essarily unique as we will
see but suppose we have hosen a va uum. We write the Lagrangian as a
power series around the va uum. More pre isely, if a eld  takes the value
8

0 in va uum then we write ea h term where  appears as a power series of
the shifted eld ~ :=  0 . Then we use the following rules to nd the
parti le spe trum :
 a term of the form 21 m2j~j2 gives the mass m of the parti le orresponding to ~



a minimal oupling term gives the harge of the parti le for the intera tion orresponding to the gauge ovariant derivative appearing in the
term (see our de nition of harge)




a term of the form jjF jj2 is the kineti term of a gauge boson
a term of the form jjd~jj2 is the kineti term of the parti le orresponding to ~



the other terms are intera tion terms

Of ourse we have to be areful with the notion of multiplet. As we explained
earlier, a multidimensional representation of the gauge group an be viewed
as many losely related parti les. A tually ea h eld (in luding gauge potentials) must be de omposed so that ea h part an be onsistently viewed as a
parti le with its (maybe zero) mass term, harge term et . More details are
given in se tion 3.2. Let us take an example. Suppose we have the following
Lagrangian for a omplex s alar eld  and a U (1) onne tion with potential
A:
2
L = 21 jjF jj2 + 12 jjDjj2 m2 jj2 jj4
with D  =   + eA . The va uum is 0  0 and we have a parti le
of mass m and harge e and a massless gauge boson. Also we see a self
intera tion term for .
In QFT all the elds must be transformed in operators on some Hilbert
spa e and we won't try to des ribe this pro edure but the lassi al elds are
supposed to be a kind of lassi al limit of the quantum elds and informations
about parti les an be seen from them. In the lassi al limit a parti le of
mass m 6= 0 is asso iated to a eld with exponential de ay exp( mjxj) at
in nity so the mass gives a length s ale. A zero mass parti le is asso iated
to a power de ay at in nity. From a geometri al point of view it is lear that
a onformal theory an only des ribe massless parti les be ause there an
not be a length s ale. For example, va uum ele tromagnetism is onformal
invariant and des ribe the photon whi h is massless. Of ourse the link with
our pre eding de nition of mass using the Lagrangian is not obvious at all
but it has been proved in ertain ases. Solitons are lassi al solutions whi h
9

di er from va uum only in small regions so, a ording to what we have just
seen, they are interesting to try to understand the quantum elds. In this
essay we will meet several examples and hints of this mysterious relationship
between lassi al and quantum elds.
Before going further we digress to point out an important sour e of onfusion. Con erning lassi al elds in general, physi ists often use the words
\s alar elds" and \ve tor elds". It is tempting to believe that a s alar eld
is just a se tion of a rank one bundle and that a ve tor eld is a ve tor eld
but it's not true. A tually this vo abulary refers to the a tion of transformations of M on se tions of ber bundles over M. When this a tion is simply
by omposition we have a s alar eld, otherwise it is a ve tor eld. So, for
example, se tions of T M or p T M are ve tor elds and se tions of M  Rp
are s alar elds, even if p > 1.

2 Dira monopole and harge quantization
First we review ele tromagnetism from a geometri point of view. The elementary histori al way of des ribing ele tromagneti phenomena uses two
\ve tor elds" E~ and B~ onstrained by the four Maxwell's equations. For
a geometer it is puzzling that these elds are treated sometimes as 1-forms
and sometimes as 2-forms. Indeed, when we use Gauss's law we integrate
the ele tri eld over surfa es but di eren es of ele tri potential are de ned
as integrals of the ele tri eld along urves and we have the same kind of
paradox with the magneti eld. This strongly suggests that the Hodge ?
operator is involved in ele tromagnetism. A tually the best way to build a
geometri al version of ele tromagnetism is to see it as a gauge theory with
gauge algebra R over spa e-time and we will re over the ele tri and magneti
elds in a spe ial ase.
Indeed, from elementary quantum me hani s we know that, for a spinless
harged parti le in the presen e of an ele tromagneti eld F with 4-potential
A, the relevant ovariant derivative is D = d i ~q A a ting on omplexvalued elds. This strongly suggests that we have a gauge theory with gauge
algebra R on a rank one omplex ve tor bundle. Of ourse the units used
here and the ele tromagneti eld and potential were de ned long before the
birth of ber-bundle theory so we have a kind of mismat h with our abstra t
de nitions of harge and gauge potential su h that D = d + qA but this is not
a big problem, we simply have to be areful to onsider geometri al obje ts
when using geometry theorems and then put the \traditional" onstants to
translate the result in terms of the \traditional" elds. Here the traditional
eld orresponding to the gauge urvature is the ele tromagneti eld F =
10

dA where A is the traditional potential so, omparing the abstra t and the
traditional de nitions of the ovariant derivative we see that the urvature
2-forms for the asso iated ve tor bundle are given in ea h trivialization by
i ~q F .
Be ause the gauge Lie algebra R is abelian the ele tromagneti 2-forms
of di erent trivializations pat h ni ely to give a globally de ned (real-valued)
2-form F whi h is also, for the same reason, invariant under gauge transformations. Be ause of this ex eptional simpli ation we only need to study
2-forms on M and Maxwell's equation is now :
?d ? F = J

(1)

where J is a 1-form des ribing the sour es of ele tromagneti eld and, as
foreseen, the Hodge operator is involved. Be ause F omes from the urvature forms we an use the Bian hi identity whi h gives

dF = 0
When J = 0 we get

(2)



dF
= 0
d?F = 0
These equations are learly invariant under F 7! ?F , this is the famous
va uum ele tromagneti duality, the mother of all dualities in physi s. Note
that when F 7! ?F we have ?F 7! F be ause the signature is Lorentzian.
This symmetry is so beautiful that we are very disappointed to see that it
doesn't seem to hold when J 6= 0. It is tempting to x this problem by
adding a sour e term in (2) but this would not be very natural and, above
all, it would ruin the geometri al interpretation of F as a onstant times
a urvature 2-form be ause Bian hi identity would be violated. Instead of
loosing geometry we will see that more geometry omes to help. In order to
explore this issue we now turn to a spe ial ase.
Everything we have said so far about ele tromagnetism applies in the
ase of any Lorentzian orientable 4-manifold M. In the spe ial ase where
M admits a (generally non unique) isometri de omposition M ' S  R
with S Riemannian, we have a time 1-form dt and we an de ompose F and
J in
F = B + E ^ dt
J = j dt
where B (resp E ) is a time dependant 2-form (resp 1-form) on S whi h has
been lifted to M in the obvious way. There is a slight abuse of notations
11

be ause we don't distinguish between a form on S and its lifted version on
M but there is no danger of onfusion. We also de ne ?S and dS to be the
Hodge operator and exterior derivative on S and they a t in the obvious way
on lifted forms. In this ase, (1) and (2) be ome

?S dS ?S E = 
 t E + ? S d S ?S B = j
dS B = 0
t B + dS E = 0
We on entrate on the stati ase where t = 0 and j = 0 (no ele tri
urrent). Be ause we onsider a purely stati ase we work in S for the
remaining of this se tion and drop the S index for notational onvenien e
but it should still be there in d and ?. The pre eding equations be ome

?d ? E = 
?d ? B = 0
dB = 0
dE = 0
and the va uum ele tromagneti duality be omes


E
B

7! ? B
7! ?E

and we see the obsta le to general ele tromagneti duality is the absen e of
magneti harge. As we have already said, we are not going to add a term
in the equations be ause it wouldn't be geometri al but we will use more
geometry.
As we had to turn to quantum me hani s to see pre isely how F ts in
the geometri al framework of gauge theories we now seek a gauge theoreti al interpretation of B using quantum me hani s. The relevant ovariant
derivative is now D = d i ~q A where A is now the three-dimensional \ve tor potential" (whi h is a real valued 1-form) and B = dA. This tells us
that stati magnetism is a gauge theory of a rank one omplex ve tor bundle
with onne tion over S . The urvature of this onne tion an be expressed
in terms of the traditional magneti eld as i ~q B (we should say semitraditional be ause the traditional magneti eld is a \pseudo-ve tor" rather
than a 2-form). This interpretation for es B to be losed be ause of Bian hi
identity and indeed this is required by Maxwell's equations. It is quite lear
that this passage from F to B an be generalized to any gauge theory over
spa e-time.
12

We an now examine the issue of the existen e of magneti harges using Chern lasses (whose de nitions and useful properties are re alled in
appendix E) be ause we have a omplex ve tor bundle whose urvature is
proportional to B . It is very natural to interpret a non-zero ux of B through
a 2-sphere as the indi ation of the presen e of a magneti monopole en losed
by the sphere. Su h a ux is proportional to the rst Chern number given
by the integral of the urvature over the onsidered 2-sphere (see appendix
E). This gives us two very interesting pie es of information. First we an
have a magneti monopole only if S is topologi ally non-trivial be ause if
our 2-sphere  is the boundary of a 3-ball B then the magneti harge is

g=

Z



B=

Z

B

dB = 0

This simply orresponds to the fa t that a magneti monopole an not be
inside spa e-time, it must be outside. Typi ally we an onsider S ' R3 nf0g.
The se ond pie e of information is that a magneti monopole an exist only if
the gauge group is not simply onne ted be ause the Chern number involved
here an also be seen as a Chern number of the indu ed bundle over  ' S 2
for the y le  and bundles over S 2 are lassi ed by 1 (G) for a stru ture
group G (see [7℄ p 96) so if 1 (G) = f1g then the indu ed bundle is trivial
so all its rst Chern numbers are zero and the magneti ux is zero. So
the existen e of a magneti monopole implies that the ele tromagneti gauge
group is U (1) rather than R .
This is espe ially interesting be ause the hoi e between R and U (1)
as the ele tromagneti gauge group is equivalent to the question of harge
quantization. Indeed we have said that di erent harges orrespond to different multiples of a representation of the gauge algebra whi h ome from
irredu ible representations of the gauge group and the irredu ible representations of U (1) are simply given by

n



U (1)
ei

! GL(C )
7! (z 7! ein z)



so if the gauge group is U (1) then the possible harges are all multiples of a
xed harge whereas if the gauge group is R we have the representations

x



! GL(C )
a 7! (z 7! eixa z )

R



so we have a ontinuum of harges. More generally, harge quantization is a
onsequen e of the ompa tness of the gauge group, see [10℄.
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That's the geometri al form of Dira 's argument leading to the statement
that if a magneti monopole exists in the universe then ele tri harge is
quantized. The original Dira argument involved the fa t that if a magneti
monopole exists somewhere then ea h ele tri ally harged parti le an go
near the monopole and quantum me hani s are onsistent only if harge
is quantized. Altough this is orre t, it leaves the impression that ele tri
harge need not be quantized if there are no monopole in the neighborhood.
The dis ussion of the gauge group of ele tromagnetism is more abstra t but
avoids this diÆ ulty : the existen e of a magneti monopole implies that
U (1) is the relevant group and this in turn implies the quantization of harge
everywhere be ause the gauge group is a fundamental hara teristi of the
type of intera tion whi h is not supposed to hange from pla es to pla es.
Of ourse the link between the existen e of magneti monopoles and the
gauge group is not an equivalen e and we an postulate that G = U (1)
without postulating the existen e of a magneti monopole.
We now derive the pre ise Dira quantization ondition. Suppose we have
a parti le with ele tri harge q . The orresponding omplex line bundle has
ovariant derivative D = d i ~q A if we in lude every physi al units and the
urvature is i ~q B so that the fa t that the rst Chern lass of the indu ed
bundle over  is integral gives
Z

q
i
i B2Z
2  ~
so we have

qg
2Z
2 ~
R
where g =  B is the magneti harge en losed by . This is the elebrated
Dira quantization ondition. Note that the magneti harge is also quantized. In addition if we allow time variation of this on guration then the
magneti harge is onserved be ause Z is dis rete so you an't ontinuously
hange the magneti harge. The magneti harge is therefore alled a topologi al harge as opposed to the ele tri harge whi h is a Noether harge
be ause its onservation is ensured even without monopole by Noether's theorem on ontinuous symmetries.
Let us onstru t an expli it example of su h a magneti eld. We want
to onstru t a \magneti ally harged point" so we
try to build a 2-form B
R
3
over R nf0g su h that dB = 0, d ? B = 0 and S 2 B 6= 0. Duality omes
to help be ause we already know how to onstru t a \ele tri ally harged
1 dr. Be ause
point" outside spa e-time whi h gives an ele tri eld E / 4r
of ele tromagneti duality we know that ?E will make a good magneti eld.
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This is really ele tromagneti duality at work ! We get
1
1
dr =
sin  d ^ d
4r
4r
And of ourse the proportionality oeÆ ient must satisfy the Dira quantization ondition.
Note that all this seems quite easy to understand but Dira invented his
monopole in 1931 before the birth of ber bundles and hara teristi lasses
and this is really an amazing intelle tual a hievement be ause at this time
people didn't onsider pat hed ele tromagneti potentials. A tually Dira
did not really pat h potentials, he onsidered a \singularity string" but this
is equivalent to onsidering two pat hed potentials.
We won't go any further along this path in this essay but the relationship
between spa e-time topology and magneti uxes has been investigated, see
e.g. [11℄ and [12℄. These papers also investigate the relation between topology
and the existen e of a spin stru ture on spa e time (spinors are useful to
des ribe many parti les) from a physi al point of view and the link with
ele tromagneti harges.
The main problem of this approa h is that su h a magneti monopole
has ne essarily an in nite energy and lives outside spa e-time. In the next
se tion we show how to onstru t obje ts whi h look like a Dira monopole
when seen from far away but have a nite energy and an internal stru ture
inside spa e-time.

B/?

3 Towards 't Hooft-Polyakov monopoles
Before onsidering those monopoles we must review some general ideas with
examples.

3.1 Spontaneous symmetry breaking in physi s
The on ept of spontaneous symmetry breaking is very important in modern
physi s but, unfortunately, it is quite misnamed and this auses some onfusion. We shall see that the name \hidden symmetry" whi h is sometimes
used is better but we follow the tradition.
It is well-known that the set of solutions to a given problem has the symmetry of the problem but a parti ular solution an have less symmetry. The
anoni al example is an in nite 2-dimensional latti e of ferromagnets. Ea h
ferromagnet intera t with its nearest neighbors and the Hamiltonian is rotationally invariant. Figure 1.a shows a snapshot of su h a system at high
15

b)

a)

Figure 1: A typi al example of SSB
temperature. We are interested only in fundamental states where energy is
minimal. The intera tions tends to align all ferromagnets so that a minimal energy state looks like gure 1.b. The striking feature of su h a state
is that is not rotationally symmetri . One dire tion is learly privileged.
The Hamiltonian is still symmetri and the set of all fundamental states is
symmetri but ea h fundamental state is asymmetri . This situation is different from the situation where an external magneti eld for es a spe ial
dire tion. In the latter ase the Hamiltonian is no more symmetri and we
have a symmetry breaking. In the former ase we say we have a spontaneous
symmetry breaking (SSB). The name \hidden symmetry" is better be ause
the symmetry is not really broken but any people living in su h an environment will believe that there is no su h symmetry. Also, be ause the system
is supposed to be in nite you an't go from one fundamental state to another
with a nite amount of energy. Note also that a SSB an be partial. A tually
our example has more than a rotational invarian e, it has also a translational
invarian e whi h is still present in any parti ular fundamental state.
In quantum eld theory a fundamental state is alled a va uum and these
states are very important sin e we have seen that (almost) everything in QFT
is studied perturbatively around them.

3.2 SSB in gauge theories
In gauge theories we have a SSB when the va uum is not invariant under
the whole of the gauge group G but is only invariant under a subgroup H
alled the little group. This de nition is onsistent with what we have said
about SSB in general and with the fa t that in gauge theory the Lagrangian
is invariant under the entire gauge group. Usually there is only one eld
16

whi h breaks the symmetry and this eld is alled a Higgs eld.
We now investigate the onsequen es of SSB on the parti le spe trum,
the so alled Higgs me hanism. Let G be a ompa t onne ted Lie group and
H be a losed subgroup of G. Let (T1 ; : : : ; Tn) be a basis of the Lie algebra g
of G with (T1 ; : : : ; Tp ) a basis of the Lie algebra h of H . The elements of the
basis of a gauge Lie algebra are alled the generators of the gauge symmetry
be ause the whole gauge a tion an be re overed from the derived a tion of
the Lie algebra. Note that the in nitesimal ounterpart of g (s) =  for a
one parameter subgroup is T  = 0 where T = dg
ds 0 . Here we assume M is
ontra tible and onsider a generi Lagrangian with a onne tion and a eld
 : M ! E whi h we de ompose on a given basis of the ve tor spa e E .

L = 21 jjF jj2 + 12 jjDjj2 V ()
where1 D = d + gAa T a  and V is G-invariant. Let 0 be a minimum of
V with

T a = 0 1  a  p
T a  6= 0 p + 1  a  n

(3)
(4)

So we have a SSB from G to H . The potential V is G invariant so for all
1an:
V a j
T  =0
i ij
and di erentiation with respe t to k-th omponent of  gives

 2 V a j V a
T  + i Tik = 0
i k ij

Now we take the pre eding equality at  = 0 whi h is a minimum of V , the
se ond term vanishes and we get

2V
i k

0

Tija j0 = 0

(5)

Furthermore, the power expansion of V near 0 is

V () = V (0 ) +

1 2V
2 i k

0

(i

i0 )(k

k0 ) + O(jj3)

in this formula the harge is denoted by g. This is the usual onvention in QFT, there
is no risk of onfusing it with an element of G
1
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so, a ording to the prin iples of the rst se tion, the masses 2 of the partiV
les are the square roots of the eigenvalues of the matrix ( i 
k 0 )ik and
equations (4) and (5) tells us that there are (n p) massless parti les.
To see what happens with the remaining omponents of  we want to
eliminate the massless part of  with a hange of gauge so we use the following
parametrization for  near 0 :

 = exp

n
X

!

T
(0 +  )
j

j
0
=p+1

where we sum over the broken generators. We are now ready to gauge out
the massless part with the following gauge transformation :
n
X

!

T
g = exp
=p+1 j0 j
 7! 0 = g = 0 + 
A 7! A0 = gAg 1 + gdg 1
The Lagrangian has now a quadrati term in A0
g2
(T 0 ; T d 0 )(A0 ; A0d )
2
and the gauge bosons mass matrix has p zero eigenvalues orresponding to
the p unbroken generators so there are p massless gauge bosons and the
other omponents of the gauge potential a quire mass. This me hanism is
very important be ause it xes the problem explained in the rst se tion
that pure Yang-Mills theories only des ribe massless parti les. This problem is the reason why Yang-Mills theories have been originally onsidered as
unphysi al. Now the Higgs me hanism is at the heart of the uni ation between ele tromagnetism and weak intera tions whi h, together with quantum
hromodynami s onstitute the standard model of elementary parti les.

3.3 Solitons and topologi al harges
We now make a digression to des ribe the Sine-Gordon model whi h is a
simple, very interesting and inspiring example of a model with solitons and
duality. It will then be our referen e point. It is a eld theory in 1+1 dimensions2 with one real-valued eld and no gauge onne tion whose Lagrangian
is
L = 21 ((t )2 (x)2) (1 os( ))
2

d + 1 dimensions means d spa e-like dimensions and 1 time-like dimension
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This Lagrangian des ribes the ontinuous limit of the following dis rete mehani al system : onsider a in nite lothesline with pegs atta hed at equal
distan e along it, ea h peg an rotate in a plane perpendi ular to the lothesline and is a ted on by a onstant gravitational eld orthogonal to the line
and by its neighbors. The angle between a peg lo ated at x and the gravitational ve tor eld is given by (x) (suitable units are hosen). The three
terms in the Lagrangian are the kineti energy, the torsion potential of the
line and the gravitational potential, in this order. Obviously, the ground
state is when all the pegs are hanging down (the onstant is the Lagrangian
is here so that the orresponding Hamiltonian is zero in this state). The
states we are really interested in are those when all the pegs hang (almost)
down ex ept in a small region where they make one or several turns around
the line as in gure (2). Solutions to the ontinuous model orresponding to

Figure 2: Solitons in the Sine-Gordon model
these states of the dis rete model are alled solitons (or kinks). The number
of turns k is alled the soliton (or kink) number. We on entrate on the ase
k = 1. This number is onserved in time evolution, heuristi ally be ause it
would need an in nite amount of energy to ip one half of the in nite number
of pegs to go from k to k  1. It is tempting to think that this onserved
quantity omes from the symmetry  7!  + 2n of the Lagrangian but this
symmetry is not ontinuous so Noether theorem does not apply. This onserved quantity is a topologi al harge be ause it omes from the fa t that
the map


f
1
;
+1
g
!
2

Z
1 
7! lim (x)
x!1
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for a given k is not homotopi to a 1 map for another k be ause of a
topologi al obstru tion. This kind of \ eld at in nity" will play an important
role in 't Hooft-Polyakov monopoles.
It is very tempting to identify the k = 1 soliton to a parti le be ause it
has a nite energy, an be lo ated in a small region of spa e and an move
with any velo ity up to the speed of light be ause the equations of motion
are Lorentz invariant. In addition for k > 1 we an study solitons s attering.
All this is totally lassi al and we haven't quantized anything yet. A tually we an see that the relationship between solitons and quantum parti les
in this model is not so simple be ause we don't get the same mass. On the
lassi al side we get the mass a ording
p to spe ial relativity as the energy of
8
the soliton in its rest frame : M = 2 . On the quantum side the mass is
seen on the perturbative development of the Lagrangian around the ground
state :
L = 21 ((t )2 (x)2 )) 21 2 + O(4)
p 6= M . So the soliton is a lassi al obje t distin t from quantum
so m =
parti les.
What is really very interesting is that there exists another eld theory
in 1 + 1 dimensions whi h des ribes the dynami s of the solitons of the
Sine-Gordon model using standard quantum parti les with a Noether harge
repla ing the topologi al harge. This is the massive Thirring model whose
Lagrangian is
L = 12    m  21 g    
The pre ise understanding of this Lagrangian is not ne essary here, the important thing is that it is symmetri under 7! ei ( being onstant, this
is not a gauge theory) and this symmetry gives a Noether onserved quantity
and when everything is quantized in both models with
2~

4

=

1
1 + g ~=

the quantum theory is the same with an ex hange between the topologi al
harge of Sine-Gordon and the Noether harge of Thirring, see [3℄ for more details. This is very intriguing be ause topologi al harges and Noether harges
seem to be very di erent so we have an hint of the relation between lassi al
solitons and quantum elds. This relation will be investigated further in the
ase of the BPS monopoles in se tion 5
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3.4 Boundary onditions and homotopy groups
In the ontext of SSB in gauge theories the \ eld at in nity" on ept of
the Sine-Gordon model an be generalized in the following way. Suppose we
have a gauge theory on a trivial bundle with a potential term V whi h is a
G-invariant fun tion of one eld . Sin e the bundle is trivial we an see 
as a map from M to a nite dimensional linear spa e F and V as a fun tion
from F to R . Put
X := f 2 F j V ( ) is minimalg
Suppose that G a ts transitively on X . Let's all H the stabilizer of an
element of X (every stabilizers are isomorphi so it doesn't matter whi h
element we hoose) so that we have a SSB from G to H and X is di eomorphi
to the homogeneous spa e G=H (as usual we assume that H is losed in G
so H is a Lie group and G=H is a ni e homogeneous spa e).
We now examine the onsequen es of requiring that (x) tends to an
element of X at in nity. More pre isely we de ne

1



S2
x^

! X
7 limr!1 (rx^)
!



and suppose that appropriate de ay onditions are imposed to ensure that it
is a well de ned ontinuous map, see [13℄ for a pre ise statement and proof
when G = SU (2) and H = U (1). This map de nes an element of 2 (G=H )
be ause you an always gauge transform  su h that a xed point of S 2 goes
to a xed point in X (remember that G a ts transitively on X ). We have
a ber bundle G ! G=H with ber H so we an ompute this homotopy
group using the exa t sequen e of homotopy groups for a ber bundle (see
[7℄) :

   ! 2 (H ) ! 2 (G) ! 2(G=H ) ! 1 (H ) ! 1(G) ! 1 (G=H ) !   
If we assume that G is ompa t then a theorem by Cartan says that 2 (G) =
f0g and if G is simply onne ted then the pre eding exa t sequen e gives

2 (G=H ) ' 1 (H )
This result gives a rigorous ground to the idea that when we have a SSB
and we require that all elds tend to va uum at in nity then the asymptoti
properties of the eld are governed by the topology of the little group instead
of the full gauge group (note however that there is an assumption on G so
this intuitive idea an be misleading).
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4 Georgi-Glashow model and 't Hooft-Polyakov
monopole
The Georgi-Glashow model is an early attempt to model ele tro-weak intera tions. It has still an interest as a toy model be ause it is simple and
exhibits many very interesting features as we shall see. We are interested
in the bosoni part of the Georgi-Glashow model whi h is a gauge theory
on a trivial SU (2)-bundle with one s alar eld in the adjoint representation. We hoose on e and for all a trivialization and write this Higgs eld
as  : M ! M  su2 . The onne tion a ts on  as D = d + q [W; ℄
where W is a potential whi h an be de ned over all M be ause the bundle
is trivial and is a su2 -valued 1-form. The gauge eld is F = dW + qW ^ W .
The wedge produ t in this equation is de ned in appendix A and the pre ise
relationship between F and the urvature of the gauge onne tion on the
adjoint bundle is explained in appendix C. The Lagrangian is

L = 21 K~ (F; F )vol + 12 K~ (D; D)vol 4 (jj2 a2 )2vol
See appendi es B and C for the notations used. The equations of motion are
the Yang-Mills-Higgs equations derived in appendix C :
8
<
:

= 0
(Bian hi identity)
dD F
?dD ? F = q [; D℄
?dD ? D = (jj2 a2 )

The potential is minimal when jj = a. We don't have a unique va uum
and every va uum is invariant under a U (1) subgroup of SU (2) so we have a
SSB from SU (2) to U (1). The parti le spe trum of this Lagrangian an be
seen by expanding it around a va uum state 0 as explained in subse tion
3.2. The unbroken U (1) subgroup leads to a massless gauge parti le with
potential A = a1 (0 ; W ) whi h we all the photon be ause it is related to a
U (1) symmetry whi h an be identi ed to ele tromagnetism as we will see.
The broken generators absorb the part of  whi h is orthogonal to 0 to make
two massive ele tri ally harged gauge parti les W  and the remaining part
of  be omes a massive neutral Higgs boson ( f. se tion 3.2).
parti le mass ele tri harge
photon p0
0
0
Higgs a 2

W
aq
q
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We are interested only in nite energy solutions. For su h solutions every
elds must approa h a va uum state at spatial in nity, f. se tion 3.4. Here
we must have jj ! a and D ! 0 at spatial in nity. We an use the result
of the end of se tion 3.4 be ause SU (2) is ompa t and simply onne ted.
So ea h solution is asso iated with an homotopy lass in 1 (U (1)) ' Z. This
homotopy lass is alled the harge of the solution. Here G=H is topologi ally
a 2-sphere and the homotopy lass is indeed the degree of 1 , see e.g. [14℄
and [15℄ for the de nition and needed properties the degree of a map. We
will see later that it an also be identi ed with a Chern number. Be ause this
number is a integer, it is preserved under ontinuous deformations, notably
under time evolution so we have a topologi al harge.

4.1 Stati solutions and the 't Hooft-Polyakov Ansatz
We are interested in stati solutions, i.e. everything is time independent and
W0 = 0. Now we seek a spheri ally symmetri solution using the 't HooftPolyakov Ansatz (Ansatz is the German word physi ists like to use to say that
they look for a spe ial form of solution), we de ompose W as W  = W ; T
and  as  =  T using the basis given in appendix B and spe ify :
8
>
<
>
:

 (x) = qrx 2 H (aqr)
j
W i; (x) =  ij qjjxrjj2 (1 K (aqr))
W 0; (x) = 0

Latin indi es run over spa e-like dimensions only, H and K are two fun tions
from R to R and r = jjxjj for x 2 R 3 . A more general Ansatz (in luding
non-stati solutions) and a dis ussion of its origin an be found in [3℄. We
put  = aqr. The niteness of energy requires K ! 0 and H= ! 1 as
 ! 1 and K 1  O( ) and H  O( ) as  ! 0. The rst onsequen e of
these boundary onditions is that 1 has degree 1. The equations of motion
give the following equations for H and K :

d2 K
2
 2 = KH 2 + K (K 2 1)
d

d2 H
2
 2 = 2K 2 H + 2 H (H 2
d
q

2)

Of ourse this system an not be solved exa tly but the existen e of a solution
an be proved. In addition the asymptoti behavior when  ! 1 (hen e
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when r ! 1) is very easy to study be ause the pre eding equations be ome

d2 K
= K
d 2

d2 h
= 2 2h
2
d
q
where h = H  . These equations are easy to solve and using the boundary
onditions we get

K



exp(

h



exp(

MW r

)

~
MH r
)
~

and this is very interesting be ause it means that this solution di ers from a
Higgs va uum only in a region whose size is of order max( M~W ; M~H ) so we have
in this ase the relationship between mass and length s ale whi h was alluded
in se tion 1.2. This region is alled the ore of the magneti monopole and
we now explain why the whole on guration is alled a magneti monopole
by examining what happens outside the ore.
Here we will use the very ompa t but sometimes onfusing onvention
used impli itly in [16℄ and [17℄ that (A; B ) means whatever is natural and
meaningful depending of what A and B are. This onvention is very onvenient to expose qui kly the results but we use a di erent one when we derive
things arefully in appendi es.
Suppose we are very far away from the ore so jj = a and D = 0. Then
A = a1 (; W ) and in the same way we de ne the ele tromagneti eld to be
f = a1 (; F ). Indeed it deserves this name be ause
1
1
1
df = d(; F ) = (D; F ) + (; dD F ) = 0
a
a
a
be ause D = 0 (va uum ondition) and dD F = 0 (Bian hi identity). And
1
1
1
1
d ? f = d ? (; F ) = d(; ?F ) = (D; ?F ) + (; dD ? F ) = 0
a
a
a
a
be ause D = 0 and ?dD ? F = q [; D℄ (equation of motion) so dD ? F =
0. So f satis es Maxwell's equation very far away from the ore. Those
al ulations of df and d ? f are not arried out in details in the appendi es
be ause there is not enough room for it but it is very similar to the al ulation
of appendix D.
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As in se tion 2 we write f = B + E ^ dt and be ause everything is stati
E = 0 and we an use the asymptoti form of H and K to see that, far away
from the ore, B is exa tly the same that for a Dira monopole with harge
1. The 't Hooft-Polyakov Ansatz an be slightly modi ed to get a harge 1.
In the next se tion these two monopoles will be denoted by M  . As a rst
approximation, the solutions orresponding to higher harges an be seen as
a dilute gas of M  (note the analogy with the kinks of Sine-Gordon). The
exa t situation is a tually mu h ri her and I've spent a lot of time studying
it but there is not enough room in this essay to in lude my work on these
issues.
When  ! 0 we have an interesting limiting ase alled the PrasadSommer eld limit. In this ase the equations for the 't Hooft-Polyakov
Ansatz an be solved in losed form and we get

H ( ) =  oth 

K ( ) =
sinh 

1

We still have a nite total energy but this monopole an be distinguished
from the Dira monopole even from a very large distan e be ause the Higgs
eld is now a massless long range eld. From now we will onsider only this
ase.

4.2 The Bogomolny bound
We now turn to a more geometri al approa h to stati 't Hooft-Polyakov
monopoles in order to al ulate the mass of a monopole and nd new insights of the topologi al issues. In the same way that we went from a four
dimensional theory to a stati three dimensional theory in se tion 2, we now
study the SU (2) gauge theory with an adjoint Higgs eld on R 3 . We still
denote by F the gauge eld be ause B is already the magneti part of f .
The energy density is given by the opposite of what remains of the GeorgiGlashow Lagrangian in the stati ase :
1~
1~
K (F; F )vol
K (D; D)vol
2
2
(remember that  = 0, our spa e time metri has signature ( ; +; +; +) and
K is negative de nite). We now al ulate the total energy of a stati solution
to Yang-Mills-Higgs equations whi h tends to va uum at in nity. Be ause we
onsider stati solutions, this energy is also the mass of the solution a ording

H=
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to the theory of spe ial relativity. Let BR be a ball of radius R in R 3 with
boundary SR . In appendix D we show that
Z

Z

H = 21 K~ (F
BR
BR

?D; F

?D)vol

Z

SR

(; F )

(6)

Now onsider the rank 2 omplex ve tor bundle E asso iated with our
prin ipal SU (2)-bundle. Sin e jj ! a > 0 as R ! 1 then, for R suÆiently large,  has two one dimensional omplex eigenspa es with eigenvalues ijj2 =4 whi h split E in two omplex line bundles L and L over SR
. We equip L with the onne tion obtained by orthogonal proje tion of the
original onne tion of E onto it. We assume that  de ays to va uum su h
that K~ (D; D) = O(R 2) so the urvature of the onne tion on L di ers
from the proje tion of the urvature of E onto it by a term of order O(R 4)
so it is given by 2i(qF; )=jj + O(R 3 ) (remember that there is a q in the
relation between F and F^ ) and so the integral over SR in (6) di ers from 2
times the rst Chern number of L by a term of order O(R 1) and for R ! 1
we get
Z
Z
4ak
1
K~ (F ?D; F ?D)vol +
H
=
2 R3
q
R3
where k is the degree of 1. If k=q  0 then the absolute minimum of E is
4ak=q so we have a bound on the mass of a monopole in this model

M

 4ak
q

This is the elebrated Bogomolny bound whi h is a further advantage of
't Hooft-Polyakov monopoles ompared to Dira monopoles. This bound is
saturated when F = ?D. This ondition is alled the Bogomolny equation. When it holds, the equations of motion automati ally hold. This is
rather analogous to the self-duality ondition whi h ensures that the YangMills equation is satis ed. Indeed the Bogomolny equation whi h deals with
elds on R 3 an be viewed as a spe ial ase of self-dual Yang-Mills equation
on R 4 . These nite energy solutions to the Georgi-Glashow model in the
Prasad-Sommer eld limit verifying the Bogomolny equation are alled BPS
monopoles (Bogomolny-Prasad-Sommer eld monopoles). I have spent quite
a lot of time studying BPS monopoles but I don't have enough room to develop this subje t here, see [4℄ for a review and [18℄, [5℄, [17℄,[16℄,[8℄, [19℄ for
more details.
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5 Duality and Montonen-Olive onje ture
We have seen an example of two theories, the Sine-Gordon and the Thirring
models, des ribing the same thing with an ex hange of solitons/usual partiles and topologi al/Noether harges. In addition, in the Prasad-Sommer eld
limit of the Georgi-Glashow model, we have magneti monopoles whi h are
solitons with a topologi al harge and we have ele tri ally harged parti les
W  with a Noether harge. So, in 1977, C. Montonen and D. Olive made
in [20℄ the bold onje ture that the fully quantized version of this theory
ould have two dual formulations whi h ex hange solitoni and non-solitoni
parti les, topologi al and Noether harges, magneti and ele tri harges
and that, in addition, they would both have the same Georgi-Glashow Lagrangian, up to numeri al fa tors. In this se tion we review the eviden es
favoring onje ture as well as the possible obsta les.
If this onje ture is true then the massive ve tor parti les W  and the
magneti monopoles M  must have many ommon points and indeed we
have the following spe trum :
parti le mass ele tri harge magneti harge
photon
0
0
0
Higgs
0
0
0

aq
q
0
W

M
ag
0
g
whi h tells us that everything is OK and that we don't even have to hange
the onstant a to go from one theory to the other.
We also have to he k that the for es between parti les look the same.
The for e between two W parti les is given by a QFT al ulation. At the
rst order we only have two Feynman diagrams, a photon ex hange and
a Higgs ex hange. These two intera tions have the same magnitude, the
Higgs ex hange is always attra tive and the photon ex hange is attra tive
for opposite harges and repulsive for the same harge. Combining the two,
we nd that two W with opposite harges are attra ted to ea h other and
that for two W with the same harge there is a for e an ellation. In [21℄,
Manton showed that, at least to order O(1=r2), the results are the same for
two widely separated monopoles. I have studied this al ulation in details
but I don't have enough room to explain it. Note that the result in the ase
of two monopoles of the same harge has been on rmed by the dis overy of
stati solutions with many separated monopoles.
Despite these eviden es the onje ture may fail for at least two reasons.
First we don't know pre isely how to quantize ompletely all this and it may
be that the equality of masses get lost be ause of renormalization. Also there
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may be a problem with spin be ause the W 's have spin 1 and the M 's seem
to have spin 0 be ause they are spheri ally symmetri . These two problems
may be solved in the framework of a supersymmetri theory whi h ould
\prote t" the masses from renormalization and introdu e supersymmetri
partners with the right spin.
There have been re ent progress in this dire tion but unfortunately I
la ked time to study this, see [5℄ and [22℄.

Con lusion
As we have seen, the subje t of magneti monopoles leads to very beautiful appli ations of topology and geometry together with ex iting physi al
dis ussions. As alluded at the end of se tion 4, the theory of BPS monopoles
is very ri h and uses a lot more mathemati s, espe ially omplex geometry,
than what we have dis ussed. For more appli ations of algebrai topology
to eld theories see [23℄. Also there are several dire tions that we have not
explored during this proje t. The most obvious one is that of generalization
to arbitrary semi-simple ompa t Lie group. It is lear that the al ulations
of appendix C extent without any diÆ ulty but the topologi al lassi ation
of solutions and the orresponding topologi al harges are more ompli ated
and I have only looked super ially at [24℄. The Montonen-Olive duality an
also be extended in this general ase, see [25℄ and [26℄. There are also papers
like [27℄ whi h study the dynami s of Dira monopoles and there are a lot
of papers studying dualities in supersymmetri theories related to what we
examined in this essay.
Now I would like to thank my supervisor Niall M Kay, espe ially for
having let me free to explore issues he hadn't quite expe ted. I would also
like to thank Ed Corrigan, Jose Figueroa-O'Farrill and Ian M Intosh for
useful dis ussions about this proje t and Vin ent Minerbe for reading an
early version of this essay (before I added the appendi es).

Appendi es
A Conne tions on a ve tor bundle
Here we re all some de nitions and results about onne tions on a ve tor
bundle. Let E ! M be a ve tor bundle with a onne tion D. We work
with a lo al trivialization so that D an be expressed as D = D0 + A where
D0 is the at onne tion oming from the trivialization and A is a End(E )valued 1-form alled the gauge potential whi h an be seen as the pull-ba k
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by the trivialization of the intrinsi onne tion 1-form. We now re all how
the ovariant derivative an be extended to various obje ts.

E-valued forms D is extended to ( T  M

E ) by

dD (s ! ) := Ds ^ ! + s d!
where ! 2 ( T  M ) and s 2 (E ) so dD (sI dxI ) = D sI dx ^ dxI .
Note that for a 0-form we get dD = D. Also we put d := dD0 on E -valued
forms. This notation is reasonable sin e D0 is at so d2D0 = 0.

End(E )-valued forms First we extend D to the se tions of End(E ) by
using End(E ) ' E E  and the usual onstru tions of onne tions on a
dual and a tensor produ t.
 )(s) := D(T (s)) T (Ds)
(DT

(7)

where T 2 (End(E )), s 2 (E ) and T (Ds) := T (D s) dx . Then D an
be extended to End(E )-valued forms by the same onstru tion that in the
pre eding paragraph but using D instead of D. We also de ne the wedge
produ t of a End(E )-valued form and a E -valued form :

! ) ^ (s ) := T (s) (! ^ )

(T

(8)

whi h is a E -valued form. The wedge produ t of two End(E )-valued forms
is
(S ! ) ^ (T ) := ST (! ^ )
and the graded ommutator of two End(E )-valued forms and of degrees
p and q respe tively is
[ ; ℄ :=
In parti ular when

=S

^

( 1)pq

! and = T

^

 with deg (! )deg () 2 2Z then

[ ; ℄ = [S; T ℄! ^ 

(9)

where the bra ket on the left hand side is the endomorphism ommutator.
More generally we have the following properties :

 dD ( ^ ) = (dD ) ^
 [ ; ℄ = ( 1)pq+1[ ; ℄

+ ( 1)p
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^ (dD

)

 [ ; ℄=0
 [ ; ^ ℄=0
Note that ^ =
6 0 in general, even if deg(

) is odd.
The derivatives dD and dD an be rewritten using those operations and
the gauge potential A. Let ! be a E -valued form, we have

dD ! = d! + A ^ !
Let  be a End(E )-valued form, we have

dD  = d + [A;  ℄

(10)

Note also that, in a semi-Riemannian ontext, the Hodge ? operator an
be extended to E -valued and End(E ) valued forms simply by a ting on the
 T  M part. Con erning the Hodge operator on di erential form we use the
following onventions : for any p-form
1
! = !i1 :::ip ei1 ^    ^ eip
p!
where (ei ) is an orthonormal lo al basis of T  M we take (j1 : : : jn p ) the
omplement of (i1 : : : ip ) in (1 : : : n) and we have
(?! )j1:::jn p =

1 i1 :::ip
 j1 :::jn p !i1 :::ip
p!

We denote by T r the tra e of a End(E ) valued form whi h is an ordinary
form. We have the following properties for two End(E )-valued forms and
of degrees p and q respe tively :

 T r( ^ ) = ( 1)pq T r( ^ )
 T r[ ; ℄ = 0 (note that this is not as obvious as it seems)
 T r(dD ) = dT r
And if




or

R

M

R

is ompa tly supported

T r(dD

M T r(

^

^?

) = ( 1)p
)=

R

M

T r(

R

M T r(

^?

)
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^ dD

) with p + q = dimM

1

Curvature The urvature is a End(E )-valued 2-form F := dA + A ^ A. In
a oordinate hart, F = 21 F dx ^ dx with F := [D ; D ℄. We have the
following properties :

 dD F = 0 (Bian hi identity)
 the squared derivative of a E -valued form  is d2D  = F ^ 

B The Lie algebra

su2

We see su2 as the ve tor spa e spanned by fTa = ia ; a
the  's are the Pauli matri es so that


T1 =

0 i
i 0





T2 =

0 1
1 0





T3 =

2 f1; 2; 3gg where
i 0
0 i



with the Lie bra ket

[Ta ; Tb ℄ = 2ab T
This expli it basis will be needed only for the 't Hooft-Polyakov Ansatz. We
denote by K the Killing form on su2 . This unusual notation is used be ause
B is already used for the magneti eld. As usual the Killing form is de ned
by
K (X; Y ) = tr(adX Æ adY : su2 ! su2 )
and we have the useful property that, for all X; Y; Z in su2,

K ([X; Y ℄; Z ) = K (X; [Y; Z ℄)

(11)

The de nition of the Killing form and this property are very general, see [28,
p. 207℄. Also, be ause su2 is semi-simple, K is non degenerate.
The Killing form is a natural hoi e of norm in gauge theories be ause it
is gauge invariant.

C Derivation of the Yang-Mills-Higgs equations
In this appendix we derive arefully the Yang-Mills-Higgs equations. First we
must be pre ise with notations. There are several inner produ ts involving
elements of su2, the Lorentzian metri and ombinations of these two ones.
We adopt the onvention suggested by Ian M Intosh that all symmetri bilinear fun tions give s alar results. In parti ular we resist the temptation
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to in lude the Lorentzian volume form in the inner produ t on di erential
forms oming from the spa e-time metri . We also adopt the onvention that
all bilinear fun tions take two obje ts of the same nature. For example we
don't use K (; D) to mean K (; D )dx . The gain in larity given by
these onventions is worth the little loss of ompa tness of notations and the
apparition of some indi es. We denote by K~ the inner produ t de ned on
su2 -valued 1-forms by

K~ (  dx ;  dx ) := K (  ;  )

(12)

and on su2-valued 2-forms by :
1
1
1
K~ (  dx ^ dx ;  dx ^ dx ) := K (  ;  )
2
2
2
We now turn to the Georgi-Glashow setting. We start with a trivial
SU (2)-bundle P ! M with a SU (2)- onne tion. We use the adjoint representation of SU (2) on su2 (multiplied by a harge q ) to build an asso iated
ve tor bundle E . The onne tion on P indu es a onne tion D on E . We
hoose on e and for all a trivialization of E . Let F^ be the orresponding
urvature 2-form for D. Be ause E is trivial, F^ is de ned globally. Be ause
D is a SU (2)- onne tion and be ause we use the adjoint representation, F^
(whi h, a priori, is a End(E )-valued 2-form) an be written F^ = adF for a
su2 -valued 2-form F . This fa t is useful but we must be areful not to onfuse
F with a E -valued form. Indeed, if  is a se tion of E then D is a E -valued
form, so it an be seen as a su2 -valued form thanks to our trivialization, so it
seems to be like F but the derivative of D is dD D whereas the derivative
of F is dD F . This is why we make a notational di eren e between D and D
altough it is not usual.
Now the pure Yang-Mills Lagrangian is
1 ^
1
tr(F Æ F^  )vol = tr(adF Æ adF  )vol
4
4
1
1~

= K (F ; F )vol = K (F; F )vol
4
2
And the Georgi-Glashow Lagrangian is

LY M

=

L = 12 K~ (F; F )vol + 12 K~ (D; D)vol 4 (jj2 a2 )2vol
where the Higgs eld  is a se tion of E , a and  are positive real numbers
and jj2 = K (; ). We now derive the equations of motion.
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Variation of the onne tion Let W be a su2 -valued 1-form su h that
D = D0  + q [W; ℄. We derive the stationarity ondition of the a tion
under W 7! W + ÆW with ÆW ompa tly supported so that all the following
integrals are well de ned ex ept in the left hand side of the following equation
whi h is a formal expression whose de nition is the right hand side. Unless
otherwise spe i ed all the integrals are over M.
Æ

Z



K~ (D; D)vol :=

Z

Æ (K~ (D; D))vol = 2

Z

K~ (ÆD; D)vol

with ÆD = Æ (D0  + q [W; ℄) = q [ÆW; ℄ so

Æ

Z

Æ

Z



Z

K~ (D; D)vol = 2q

and by (12) and (11) we get
Z



K~ (D; D)vol = 2q

K~ ([ÆW; ℄; D)vol
K~ (ÆW; [; D℄)vol

(13)

The al ulation for the pure Yang-Mills term an be found in [6℄ and easily
translated into our notations if we are areful with the q in the de nition of
F and W , we get

Æ

Z



K~ (F; F )vol = 2

Z

K~ (ÆW; ?dD ? F )vol

So the variation of the total a tion with respe t to W is

ÆA =
=

Z

Z

K~ (ÆW; ?dD ? F )vol + q

Z

K~ (ÆW; [; D℄)vol

K~ (ÆW; ?dD ? F + q [; D℄)vol

And using the fa ts that the Killing form on su2 and the metri on M are
non-degenerate and that ÆW is arbitrary we get the rst equation of motion
?dD ? F = q [; D℄

Variation of the Higgs eld We now derive the stationarity ondition
of the a tion under  7!  + Æ with Æ ompa tly supported.
We being with the variation of the potential term of the Lagrangian when
the Higgs eld varies.
Æ ((jj2 a2 )2 ) = 2(jj2 a2 )Æ (jj2 a2 )
= 2(jj2 a2 )Æ (K (; ))
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so

Æ ((jj2 a2 )2 ) = 4(jj2 a2 )K (Æ; )
(14)
This was the easy part. Now we al ulate the variation of the K~ (D; D)
term.
Æ

Z



K~ (D; D)vol :=

Z

Æ (K~ (D; D))vol = 2

Z

K~ (ÆD; D)vol

with ÆD = Æ (D0  + q [W; ℄) = D0 Æ + q [W; Æ℄ so
Z



Z

K~ (D0 Æ; D)vol + 2q

Z

K~ ([W; Æ℄; D)vol
(15)
We treat these two termsR separately. Ultimately we want to express this variation as something
like K (Æ; ?)vol and on lude as we did when varying
R
W so the D0 in K~ (D0 Æ; D)vol is annoying and the natural idea to get
rid of it is to use Stokes theorem.
We an al ulate :
Æ

K~ (D; D)vol = 2

d(K (Æ; D ) ? dx ) = d(K (Æ; D )) ^ ?dx
= K ( Æ; D )dx ^ ?dx + K (Æ;  D )dx ^ ?dx
The rst term is easy to al ulate :

K ( Æ; D )dx ^ ?dx =
=
=
=

K ( Æ; D )g  vol
K ( Æ; g  D )vol
K ( Æ; D)vol
K~ (D0 Æ; D)vol

To al ulate the se ond one we use the following intermediate result :

d ? D =
=
=
=

d(?D dx )
d(D ) ^ ?dx + D  d ? dx
 D  dx ^ ?dx
 D  g  vol

So  D  g  = ?d ? D and our se ond term was

K (Æ;  D )dx ^ ?dx = K (Æ;  D ) g  vol = K (Æ; ?d ? D)vol
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Putting the two terms together we get
d(K (Æ; D ) ? dx ) = K~ (D0 Æ; D)vol + K (Æ; ?d ? D)vol
We integrate over a ball BR of radius R and boundary SR
Z

BR

d(K (Æ; D

) ? dx )

=

Z

BR

K~ (D0 Æ; D)vol +

Z

BR

K (Æ; ?d ? D)vol

and, as originally planned, use Stokes theorem to get
Z

SR

K (Æ; D

) ? dx

=

Z

BR

K~ (D0 Æ; D)vol +

Z

BR

K (Æ; ?d ? D)vol

In addition, Æ is ompa tly supported and, be ause D0 is a lo al operator,
D0 Æ is also ompa tly supported. So we an hoose R suÆ iently large so
that the pre eding equation be omes
0=

Z

M

K~ (D0 Æ; D)vol +

Z

M

K (Æ; ?d ? D)vol

Note that there is no onvergen e issue be ause we haven't taken any limit,
we have hosen one large R.
We an now return to (15) and get

Æ

Z



K~ (D; D)vol = 2

Z

K (Æ; ?d ? D)vol + 2q

Z

K~ ([W; Æ℄; D)vol

and al ulate on the se ond term
K~ ([W; Æ℄; D) = K ([W ; Æ℄; D )
= K (Æ; [W ; D ℄)
= K (Æ; [W ; D ℄g  )
= K (Æ; [W ; D ℄ ? (dx ^ ?dx ))
= K (Æ; ?([W ; D ℄dx ^ ?dx ))
= K (Æ; ?(W ^ ?D))
See equation (8) in appendix A for the de nition of W ^ ?D. So we have

Æ

Z

K~ (D; D)vol



=
=

2
2

Z

Z

K (Æ; ?d ? D)vol 2qK (Æ; ?(W ^ ?D))vol
K (Æ; ?(d ? D + qW ^ ?D)vol
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So, using equation (10)

Æ

Z



K~ (D; D)vol = 2

Z

K (Æ; ?dD ? D)vol

Putting together this and equation (14) we get the variation of the total
a tion with respe t to  :
Z

ÆA =
=

Z

K (Æ; ?dD ? D)vol +

Z

K (Æ; ? dD ? D + (jj2

(jj2

a2 )K (Æ; )vol

a2 ))vol

And using the fa ts that the Killing form on su2 is non-degenerate and that
Æ is arbitrary we get the se ond equation of motion

?dD ? D = (jj2

a2 )

D Derivation of the Bogomolny bound
Here we derive in details the Bogomolny bound for the mass of a t' HooftPolyakov monopole using the notational onventions of appendix C. The
link between the ompa t notation onvention and the expli it onventions
is (; F ) = 21 K (; F )dx ^ dx . We also introdu e the notation dxi1 :::il :=
dxi1 ^    ^ dxil . We begin with a al ulation whi h will be useful in the
energy al ulation :

d(K (; F ) ^ dx ) = (K ( ; F )dx + K (;  F )dx ) ^ dx
= K (D ; F )dx
+ (K (;  F ) qK ([A ; ℄; F )) dx
By the usual tri k with the bra ket and the Killing form we an rewrite the
se ond term as K (;  F + qK ([A ; F ℄)dx and this is zero be ause of
the Bian hi identity. Indeed, the Bian hi identity says that dD F^ = 0 and
the relation between F^ and F is a Lie algebra homomorphism between the
spa e of endomorphisms of our ve tor bundle with ommutator bra ket and
C 1(R 3 ; su2) with the obvious bra ket so we on lude using the expression of
dD in terms of the gauge potential and (9). So we have proved that

K (D ; F )dx = d(K (; F ) ^ dx )
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and we an now al ulate as announ ed
Z
Z
Z
1
1
~
H = 2 K (F; F )vol 2 K~ (D; D)vol
BR
BR
BR
Z
Z
1
=
K~ (F ?D; F ?D)vol
K~ (?D; F )vol
2 BR
BR
with

2K~ (?D; F )vol = K ((?D) ; F )vol
= K ( D ; F )vol
= K (D ; F ) vol
= K (D ; F )dx
(see our onventions for the ? operator in appendix C). So
Z
Z
Z
1
1
~
H = 2 K (F ?D; F ?D)vol 2 d(K (; F ) ^ dx )
BR
BR
BR
Z
Z
1
1
=
K~ (F ?D; F ?D)vol
K (; F ) ^ dx
2 BR
2 SR
using Stokes theorem for the se ond equality.

E The rst Chern lass
Here we review very brie y what is needed about Chern lasses in this essay.
Chern lasses are topologi al invariants of smooth omplex ve tor bundles
living in the de Rham ohomology spa es of the base spa e.
Let E ! M be a smooth (as opposed to holomorphi ) omplex ve tor
bundle with onne tion D. We seek a way of relating the topology of E as a
ber bundle to the topology of M via the di erential geometry provided by
D. On one hand we have the intrinsi onne tion 1-form and urvature 2form but they are forms on E and we want to use the topology of M . On the
other hand we have the onne tion 1-forms and urvature 2-forms de ned on
M but there are trivialization dependent and not globally de ned. However,
this latter approa h an be xed up by applying to the urvature forms some
operation that suppress the trivialization dependen e and so, at the same
time, gives a global obje t. The rst Chern form omes from this idea.
Let U = (U ) 2I be an open overing of M su h that for all we have
a trivialization of E over U and a orresponding urvature form F . We
de ne :
i
tr(F )
1 (E; D) :=
2
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so 1 (E; D) is a (real valued) 2-form on U . Let g be the transition
fun tion from U to U . On U \ U we have F = g F g 1 so

i
i
i
tr(F ) = tr(g F g 1 ) = tr(F ) = 1 (E; D)
2
2
2
so we have a globally de ned obje t 1 (E; D) be ause our lo ally de ned
obje ts agree on interse tions. The same al ulation shows that it doesn't
depend on the hoi e of trivializations. The same al ulation (again) shows
that it is gauge invariant (it doesn't hange under gauge transformations).
This latter point is a serious hint of the physi al signi an e of this obje t
alled the rst Chern form of (E; D).
An even more interesting point is that the integral of 1 (E; D) over any
2- y le of M (i.e. any surfa e without boundary in M ) is an integer alled
a Chern number. This and the gauge invarian e make the rst Chern form
a very good andidate for being an explanation of the mysterious lassi al
quantum numbers, these physi al numbers whi h are quantized before quantization ! Indeed in this essay we show that both the Dira and 't HooftPolyakov magneti harges an be seen as Chern numbers. A tually the
status of these numbers is not so lear be ause they arise in what is alled
lassi al eld theory but these elds are introdu ed be ause of quantum arguments as explained in the rst se tion and in the se ond se tion we see
that the pre ise link between physi al eld and geometri al elds is given by
quantum me hani s. This is developed in the main stream of the essay.
There is another mathemati al property of the rst Chern form whi h is
useful in this essay. The rst Chern form is losed so it de nes an element
of the de Rham ohomology of M . It turns out that this ohomology lass
doesn't depend on D, it only depends on E . It means that the proje tion
2 (M ) looses tra k of exa tly the right pie es of information to retain
on HDR
only the link between E and the topology of M . This ohomology lass is
alled the rst Chern lass of E . Besides being mathemati ally beautiful
and unexpe ted, this property has physi al onsequen es be ause a trivial
bundle has a zero rst Chern lass and so all its Chern numbers are zero.
As explained in the main stream of the text, this is the entral point of the
link between the existen e of a Dira magneti monopole and ele tri harge
quantization.
The theory of Chern lasses is ri h and beautiful and, as suggested by its
name, the rst Chern lass is not the only kind of Chern lass. More details
about them an be found in [8℄ and all the proofs that have been omitted
here are in [29℄.
1 (E; D) =
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